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                                                                                      Abstract 
                                                
Timetabling represents a difficult optimization problem and finding a high quality timetable is a challenging task. With a large 
number of events involved and various hard constraints to be fulfilled, finding an optimal timetable is complicated and time 
consuming. Many approaches in the literature have addressed this problem. This paper proposes a new approach to “Timetable 
Scheduling using modified clustering” which is capable of solving timetabling and general constraint satisfaction problems. In 
this work algorithmic approach is being followed apart from heuristics. This Research contributes a new automatic course 
scheduling and timetabling system using the modified k-mean clustering algorithm and rule based classifier techniques. The 
intention of the algorithm to generate a time-table schedule automatically is satisfied. It also, addresses the important hard 
constraint of clashes between the availability of teachers, time-slots, room booked etc. The non-rigid soft constraints i.e. 
optimization objectives for the search operation are also effectively handled. In the last section of paper discuss four standard 
measures 1) Accuracy 1) recall 2) precision 3) Execution time for measurement of effectiveness of new approach. 
Keywords: timetable, genetic, heuristic approach, k-mean. 

1. Introduction 
The general area of scheduling has been the subject of intense research for a number of decades. Scheduling and 
timetabling are typically viewed as two separate activities, with the term scheduling used as a generic term to cover 
specific types of problems in this area. Consequently, timetable constructions can be considered as a special case of 
generic scheduling activity.  
In the most general terms, scheduling can be described as the constrained allocation of resources to objects, being 
placed in space-time in such a way that the total cost of a set of the resources used can be minimized. Examples of 
this problem set can be seen in transport scheduling and delivery vehicle outing where the business driven objective 
is to minimize the total cost function. Timetable construction is the allocation, subject to constraints, of given 
resources to objects being placed in space-time in such a way as to satisfy or nearly satisfy a desirable set of possible 
objectives. Class timetables and exam timetables are examples of these problems where all hard constraints must be 
satisfied to generate a valid solution. [1]  
Thus the term scheduling covers all aspects of the activity of allocating resources and, at the same time, satisfying 
some predetermined objective. However, due to the enormity of the problem, it becomes necessary to classify the 
scheduling problem into specialized activities such as timetabling. Thus, in practical terms the timetabling problem 
can be described as scheduling a sequence of lectures between teachers and students in a prefixed time period 
(typically week), satisfying a set of varying constraints. 
Wren in 1996 defines timetabling as the allocation, subject to constraints, of given resources to objects being placed 
in space time, in such a way as to satisfy as nearly as possible a set of desirable objectives. As a result, a timetable 
specifies which people will meet at which location and at what time. A timetable must meet a number of 
requirements and should satisfy the desires of all people as well as possible. Problem range from construction of 
semester or annual timetables in schools, colleges and universities to course and exam timetabling. Timetable 
problem can be classified as two categories as follows: 
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1. Tests or examinations at universities   (examination timetabling).  
2. Lectures in courses offer University (university course timetabling).  
There are significant differences between these two broad categories of the educational timetabling. Each category 
has its own characteristics. In examination timetabling, there should be sufficient time between consecutive exams 
of the same student. But, in class teacher timetabling, teacher timetabling, teacher’s availability for the student plays 
an important role. At universities, there are many different courses, so there is no conflict free timetable available for 
student within that given time. Therefore faculty tries to find the timetable with the least conflicts.[2]  
Some combinations of assignments lead to acceptable timetables, others do not. Such restrictions follow from 
conditions imposed by rooms, students or teachers. As stated earlier, in university course timetable, a set of course 
and associated events is assigned to a set of rooms and time periods within a week and at the same time, students 
and teachers are assigned to the courses so that the appropriate lessons can take place, subject to a variety of hard 
and soft constraints. 
 
2. Background 
Organizations like universities, colleges and schools uses timetable to schedule classes and lectures, assigning times 
and places to them in such a way that makes best use of available resources. Universities in particular increasingly 
have to deal with a large number of courses and flexible degree structures. A timetable that is not well designed will 
be inconvenient and will be expensive in terms of wasted time and money. Timetabling is a search for Good 
Solutions‟ in a space of possible timetables.  
Traditionally, the educational staff solved the problem manually. Making timetable is a slow, laborious task, 
performed by people working on the strength of their knowledge of resources and constraints of a specific 
institution. Generating university’s or college timetable is a tedious job with lots of constraints to be satisfied. 
Different requirements by different departments or universities must be satisfied also. Thus, generating timetable is 
being considered as a complex problem, but result is often not reasonable i.e. it does not meet all the requirements. 
These uncertainties have motivated for the scientific study of the problem, and to develop a semi-automated solution 
technique for it. These programs build a set of timetables but still do not solve the whole problem. 
Many approaches and models have been proposed for dealing with the variety of timetable problems. Timetabling 
relates all activities with regards to making a timetable. Timetabling is known to be a non-polynomial complete 
problem i.e. there is no known efficient way to locate a solution. Also, the most striking characteristic of NP-
complete problems is that, no best solution to them is known. Hence, in order to find a solution to a timetabling 
problem, a heuristic approach is chosen. This heuristic approach, there in, leads to a set of good solutions (but not 
necessarily the best solution). . Due to complexity of the problem, most of the work done concentrates on heuristic 
algorithms which try to find good approximate solutions [4]. Some of these include Genetic Algorithms (GA) [3], 
Tabu Search [3], Simulated Annealing  and recently used Scatter Search methods. Heuristic optimization methods 
are explicitly aimed at good feasible solutions that may not be optimal where complexity of problem or limited time 
available does not allow exact solution. Generally, two questions arise (i) How fast the solution is computed? and 
(ii) How close the solution is to the optimal one? Tradeoff is often required between time and quality which is taken 
care of by running simpler algorithms more than once, comparing results obtained with more complicated ones and 
effectiveness in comparing different heuristics. The empirical evaluation of heuristic method is based on analytical 
difficulty involved in the problem’s worst case result. In literature many approaches are used for timetable 
scheduling problem like heuristic approach, graph coloring, genetic approach, constraints satisfaction and clustering 
approach. These different approaches have its own advantages and disadvantages.   
The construction of automated course timetables for academic institutions is a very difficult problem with a lot of 
constraints that have to be respected and a huge search space to be explored, even if the size of the problem input is 
not significantly large, due to the exponential number of the possible feasible timetables. On the other hand, the 
problem itself does not have a widely approved definition, since different departments face different variations of it. 
This problem has therefore proven to be a very complex. Timetables are considered feasible provided the so-called 
hard constraints are respected. However, to obtain high-quality timetabling solutions, soft constraints, which impose 
satisfaction of a set of desirable conditions for classes and teachers, should be satisfied. 
 
3. Proposed work 
The main objective of this Research work is to fully utilize the resources of the university in the automated timetable 
Generator. The goals of the work are:  
 1. Analysis of the problem exists in timetabling.  
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 2. To create a system that can utilize the resources in efficient and effective manner in order to remove the 
redundancy, ambiguity so that the system should be cost effective and user friendly.  
 3. To compare the existing system with new one.  
 In this research work we have used the modified k-mean clustering algorithm for solving the timetabling problem. 
In this work we check the accuracy, precision, recall of generated timetable and we also compare the execution time 
for modified k-mean clustering and simple k-mean clustering algorithm. In this work we have to use modified k-
mean clustering algorithm and analysis that execution time for modified k-mean clustering is less then k-mean 
clustering algorithm. 
3.1 Hard Constraints 
Hard constraints [3][5] are the constraints that physically cannot be violated; a timetable in presence of violation of 
such hard constraints can never be acceptable. For example, a lecturer cannot be in two places at once. Following 
are the list of hard constraints:  
1. Classrooms must not be double booked.  
2. Every class must be scheduled exactly once.  
3. Lecturers must not be double booked.  
4. A lecturer must not be booked when he/she is unavailable.  
5. Some classes need to be held consecutively. For example the Labs.  
6. Some classes require particular rooms like experiments must be held  
in particular laboratories.  
7. Classrooms must be large enough to hold the class scheduled in it.  
3.2 Soft constraints  
 Some constraints [3] [5] are less straight forward to define. Usually, these constraints must be fulfilled as well as 
possible. The timetable that violates these constraints is still usable, but it is not convenient for either students or 
teachers. Following are the soft constraints:  
1. Teachers may prefer specific time slots.  
2. Teachers may prefer specific rooms.  
3. Teachers may prefer specific subjects. 
4. Certain kind of subjects should not be in contiguous time slots.  
5. Some lecturers do not wish to have classes assigned consecutively in time. 
6. There are preferred hours in which a lecturer's classes might be scheduled.  
7. Most students and some lecturers do not wish to have empty periods in their timetables.  
8. Classes should be distributed evenly over the week.  
It is desirable that timetables should satisfy all hard and soft constraints. However, it is usually difficult to meet all 
these constraints because hard constraint must not be violated in any case, but some soft constraints can be sacrificed 
to find feasible timetables.  
Here in this work we have tried to identify the techniques for developing effective and practical timetable system 
that is capable of taking care of both hard and soft constraints. We have focus on using modified k-mean algorithm 
which is easy to implement without compromising on its effectiveness and performance. There are various 
formulations of the course timetabling problem. 
 
4. Methodology 
4.1 Research Design  
This research work is carried out through a number of stages starting from problem selection to literature review 
about the state of art technology specific to Automated timetable Generator on Java Platform. Most of the time is 
spent in identifying and selecting the problem and literature review. Selection of optimization algorithms and 
understanding the working of it also took a lot of time. The main steps of work are following:  
1. Dynamically/ manually create the data base   
2. Connect the database with Java Net-beans IDE.  
3. Pre process the data set with clustering algorithm.  
4. Classify the data set clusters using Decision Tree  
5. Knowledge discovery of time table scheduled and made. 
4.2Dynamically/manually create the database 
In this work, we first create the database for the teacher registration, student registration, for subjects of seven 
semesters of b.tech computer science, for the attendance of teachers, for the room numbers of college and for the 
time slots. In this work we create the database timetable scheduling. Timetable scheduling database has total 13 
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tables like teacher that has all the information about the teachers. We can enter the information about a teacher in 
this table when we perform the registration procedure for any teacher; we create an attendance table in this database 
that contains the information about the presence or absence of teachers. We also have a timeslot table in the 
timetable scheduling database that has the information regarding timeslots of college. 
4.3 Connect the database with java net-beans IDE 
After creating the database we need to connect it with java net-beans. We connect the database with java net-beans, 
so that we can dynamically enter the data into database by using user interface and we can also fetch the data from 
database using this interface when required. Using this connection with the database, we can enter the teacher’s 
registration information; Student registration information, attendance of teacher’s etc enter into the database 
dynamically. We can also able to fetch any information from database when required. Using this connection we 
fetch data from the database and schedule the timetable for seven semesters of courses. 
4.4 Pre process the data set with clustering algorithm 
In this research work we will use the modified k-mean clustering algorithm for the clustering of data set. Clustering is 
finding groups of objects such that the objects in one group will be similar to one another and different from the objects 
in another group. The traditional K-means algorithm is a widely used clustering algorithm, with a wide range of 
applications. In the modified K-means clustering algorithm analysis the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional 
K-means clustering algorithm elaborates the method of improving the K-means clustering algorithm based on improve 
the initial focal point and determine the K value[7]. Simulation experiments prove that the modified clustering 
algorithm is not only more stable in clustering process, at the same time, modified clustering algorithm to reduce or 
even avoid the impact of the noise data in the dataset object to ensure that the final clustering result is more accurate 
and effective. 
After entering the data into database, we need to preprocess the dataset by using the clustering algorithm.. By using 
modified k-mean clustering algorithm, we create the clusters for teachers, subjects, rooms and timeslots. We use the 
modified k-mean clustering algorithm instead of k-mean algorithm because modified k-mean clustering has number of 
advantages over k-mean and it also overcome the disadvantages of k-mean clustering algorithm.  
Modified K-means Algorithm Description 
Algorithm 1: Improved K-means Algorithm 
Input: data set x contains n data points; the number of cluster is k[7]. 
Output: k clusters of meet the criterion function convergence. 
Program process:  
Step 1. Initialize the cluster center. 
Step 1.1 Select a data point xi from data set X, set the identified as statistics and compute the distance between xi and 
other data point in the data set X. If it meet the distance threshold, then identify the data points as statistics, the 
density value of the data point xi add 1. 
Step 1.2 Select the data point which is not identified as statistics, set the identified as statistics and compute its 
density value. Repeat Step 1.2 until all the data points in the data set X have been identified as statistics. 
Step1.3 Select data point from data set which the density value is greater than the threshold and add it to the 
corresponding high-density area set D. 
Step 1.4 Filter the data point from the corresponding high-density area set D that the density of data points relatively 
high, added it to the initial cluster center set. Followed to find the k-1 data points, making the distance among k 
initial cluster centers are the largest. 
Step 2 Assigned the n data points from data set X to the closet cluster. 
Step 3 Adjust each cluster center K. 
Step 4 Calculate the distance of various data objects from each cluster center, and redistribute the n data points to 
corresponding cluster. 
Step 5 Adjust each cluster center K. 
Step6 Calculate the criterion function E, to determine whether the convergence, if convergence, then continue; 
otherwise, jump to Step 4. 
4.5 Classify the data set clusters using Rule based classifier 
After making the clusters for the data set, we need to do classification of the clusters, so that we can assign the teachers 
to different courses, subjects to teachers, class rooms to different classes without any clash. In this research work we 
classify the data set clusters by using the rule based classification technique. By using this technique we also try to 
satisfy the soft constraints on timetable schedule like assign the subjects to teachers according to their choice, give the 
preference to more experienced teachers, try to assign the class rooms according to their choice and also assign the 
timeslots according to teacher’s choice.  
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 The Mathematical Programming Model 
In order to study the computational effort involved in solving the problem of interest, the following mathematical 
programming model is proposed. [3] 
We define the following sets to be used in the model: 
I set of all teachers 

J set of all courses 

K set of all subjects 

L set of all days available 

M set of all time periods available 
C    number of classrooms available per time period.          
Finally, the following decision variables will be required to define the problem: 
Xijklm=1 if teacher I teaches course j subject k on day l and at time period m; 0 otherwise (i∈   I, j∈ J, k∈   K, l∈ L, m∈ M) 
Xmi=Sum of no. of class rooms that is allocated to all teachers at particular slot m, 1 if teacher i teaches at time slot m; 
0 Otherwise (m∈ M, i∈ I) 
 
Pik=Lies between 1 and 3, each teacher teaches at least one subject and at most three subjects (i∈ I, k∈   K) 
 
Li=load of teacher I per week (i∈  I)  
    For our problem, the objective function reflects a preference function that needs to be maximized. It refers to the 
total preferences of assigning subjects to the teachers. The objective function is described by the expression in 
equation (1): 
  Maximize∑ ∑ �������	 ∗ ����	�����                                  (1)                                     

    The following depicts some of the main constraints encountered in our timetabling problem 
    ∑ ∑ ������������  ≤ 1   (j�J, l�L, m�M)                           (2)                                                           
Equation (2) ensures that for a particular course, only one or zero subject conducted in every time period.  

    1≤∑ ���
��� ≤3 (I	�	�		                                                       (3)                                                                  

Equation (3) represents the minimum and maximum number of subjects taught by each teacher.It is assumed that 
each teacher as to teach at least one course and at most three subjects. 
   ∑ ∑ �����������  ≤ 1 (i�I, l�L, m�M)                               (4)                                                    

Equation (4) ensures that each teacher can only teach at most one course section in a particular time period. 

     ∑ ��� ≤ ��
���  (i�I,m�M)                                                   (5)                                                                  

Equation (5) represents the constraint that at each time period, the number of course sections taught by teachers 
could not be more than the number of classrooms available. 
       ∑ ��� ≤ ���

���  (i�I,l�L)                                        (6)                                                                
Equation (6) calculates the load of each teacher per week. 
4.6 Knowledge discovery of time table scheduled and made 
After classification we schedule the timetable for only those teachers that are present for this semester and those who 
are not present in this semester we are not able to assign any subjects to those teachers. In this work we create the pdf 
file of timetable schedule that contains the timetable schedule of seven semesters of B.Tech in computer engineering 
branch. This pdf file is automatically stored in D drive with file name test.pdf. When we schedule the timetable it also 
shows the path of pdf file where it is stored. 
The research work on timetable scheduling using modified clustering techniques is implemented on java platform using 
net-beans. Java is a computer programming language that is concurrent, class-based, object-oriented, and specifically 
designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible. It is intended to let application developers "write 
once, run anywhere" (WORA), meaning that code that runs on one platform does not need to be recompiled to run on 
another. Java applications are typically compiled to bytecode (class file) that can run on any Java virtual machine 
(JVM) regardless of computer architecture. Java is, as of 2014, one of the most popular programming languages in use.  
 
5. Results and Discussion 
5.1 Working of system 
Firstly, when we run the system it displays the following page that is shown in figure [1]. This page has four 
buttons. One for admin login, teacher registration, student registration and last one is exit. If we want to register the 
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new teacher or student then we does not need to login as admin. We can register the new teacher or new student by 
just clicking corresponding buttons in the interface and we can fill the details of new student and teacher for the 
registration. If we want to exit from the system then we need to just press the exit button and our project will be stop 
running. 

 

     Figure [1] First user interface 
For login as admin we need to enter password and username. If our username and password are correct then we can 
login as admin. Admin has permission to see the details of teachers and students. Admin can also take the attendance 
of teachers and only admin can generates the timetable schedule for those teachers that are present. 
Admin has permission to generate the timetable schedule. When we click on pdf file generate button in admin 
section then following screen shown in figure [2] is displayed in front of us. This screen shows the attendance 
details of teachers. It shows the list of those teachers which are present and absent at time of timetable scheduling, 
so that timetable is scheduled only for those teachers who are present at time of timetable scheduling. The 
timeschedule button is used to create pdf file of scheduled timetable. The snap-shot of pdf file generate screen is 
shown in figure [2]. 

 

Figure [2]:  pdf file generate of timetable 
When we click on timeschedule button then it shows the time taken by modified k-mean clustering algorithm in a 
dialog box, it shows it by start time and end time of modified k-mean algorithm in a dialog box and then shows the 
difference between start and end time in a dialog box. It also shows the path of pdf file in dialog box where pdf file 
is stored in our computer and this pdf file is saved as the name of test.pdf in D drive. This pdf file contains the 
timetable schedule of seven semesters of computer science branch. The following figure 5.12 shows the dialog box 
that shows path of pdf file generated. When we click on ok button then our project stop running and our pdf file is 
saved in D drive. The timetable schedule of semester first is shown in figure [3] and like first semester timetable; the 
timetable of seven semesters is also scheduled in pdf file. 
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Figure [3] timetable of First semester 

5.2 Results and comparison 
  Accuracy: The intension of timetable scheduling using modified k-mean clustering techniques is satisfied. This 
technique incorporates a modified k-mean clustering and rule classifier techniques to improve the efficiency of 
search operation. The modified clustering algorithm is not only more stable in clustering process, at the same time, 
improved clustering algorithm to reduce or even avoid the impact of the noise data in the dataset object to ensure 
that the final clustering result is more accurate and effective. This new approach also, addresses the important hard 
constraints of clashes between the availability of teachers, time-slots and room booked etc. The non-rigid soft 
constraints i.e. optimization objectives for the search operation are also handled. So, this approach of time table 
scheduling generates highly accurate timetable without any clashes between teacher’s availability, time- slots and 
room booking etc. The accuracy is 99% achieved in this new approach as no data set which is input is left or 
unscheduled. 
Execution-Time:  In this research work we used the modified k-mean clustering algorithm. The execution time of 
modified k-mean clustering algorithm is less than the k-mean algorithm because in this algorithm we optimize the 
initial cluster centers, to find a set of data to reflect the characteristics of data distribution as the initial cluster 
centers, to support the division of the data to the greatest extent. We also optimize the calculation of cluster centers 
and data points to the cluster center distance, and make it more match with the goal of clustering. So that by using 
this algorithm for timetable scheduling takes less execution time[8]. We compare the execution time of modified k-
mean clustering with simple k-mean clustering algorithm in the following table. This table shows that execution 
time of modified k-mean clustering is less than the k-mean clustering algorithm. 
 
Table1. Comparison between k-mean and modified k-mean 
Number of Records  Execution time of K-mean 

algorithm. 
Execution time of modified k-mean 
algorithm. 

50 98 44 
100 132 87 
150 198 130 
 
Precision and Recall: precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of retrieved instances that are 
relevant, while recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. Both 
precision and recall are therefore based on an understanding and measure of relevance. In simple terms, high 
precision means that an algorithm returned substantially more relevant results than irrelevant, while high recall 
means that an algorithm returned most of the relevant results. It is been observed that non - heuristic approach could 
lead to clashes in time table hence the decision maker algorithm used in time scheduling must have been facing 
some defects. In this work algorithmic approach is being followed apart from heuristics. So that it provide the high 
precision and high recall value for the timetable scheduling. This new approach retrieve most of the relevant result 
for time table scheduling because there is not any clash between the teachers, class rooms, subjects, courses etc. and 
also tries to satisfies most of soft constraints also. So this new approach provides high precision and high recall. 
 
6. Conclusion and future work 
6.1 Conclusion 
In this research work, we have presented “timetable scheduling using modified clustering techniques” which are 
capable of solving timetabling and general constraint satisfaction problems. Some of the problems which are being 
faced nowadays that a human tendency makes a manual time table can create clashes. However a dynamic approach 
to automatically make a time table can also lead to clashes in most of the cases if data base size is increased. The 
approach needs to be more wide and efficient in terms of some parameters to avoid clashes and overall accuracy of 
dynamic time table scheduling. It is been observed that heuristic approach could lead to clashes in time table hence 
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the decision maker algorithm used in time scheduling must have been facing some defects. In this work algorithmic 
approach is being followed apart from heuristics. 
This Research contributes a new automatic course scheduling and timetabling system using the modified k-mean 
clustering algorithm and rule based classifier techniques. The intention of the algorithm to generate a time-table 
schedule automatically is satisfied. The algorithm incorporates a number of techniques, aimed to improve the 
efficiency of the search operation. It also, addresses the important hard constraint of clashes between the availability 
of teachers, time-slots, room booked etc. The non-rigid soft constraints i.e. optimization objectives for the search 
operation are also effectively handled. This system also input from teachers for their preferred subjects and preferred 
time-slots then according to preference of teachers the timetable is scheduled. This system only generates the 
timetable for those teachers only who are present in the college at time of timetable scheduling. It also gives the 
preference to more experienced teachers than less experienced teachers.  The research aimed at solving the problems 
encountered in every semester by finding an automatic system for courses timetable schedules and get high 
satisfaction degrees for teachers and student. This system also reduces the execution time by using modified k-mean 
clustering algorithm and provides the high precision and high recall values. This system provides high accurate 
timetable that satisfies all the hard constraints and try to satisfy maximum soft constraints too. The developed 
system will reduce effort and time for the department’s workers who are involved in making these schedules. 
6.2 Future Work 
We have only tested our system on Computer Science department courses; it will be interesting to see the 
performance of our system on some other department’s courses. In our system we used the preferences for 
instructors. We may achieve better performance by using student’s preferences with instructor preferences; this is 
left as future work. 
Given the generality of the algorithm operation, it can further be adapted to more specific scenarios, e.g. University, 
examination scheduling and further be enhanced to create railway time tables. Thus, through the process of 
automation of the time-table problem, many an-hours of creating an effective timetable have been reduced 
eventually. 
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